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EnviroGrate Benefits

Reduced Risk Of Theft

Envirograte is made from high strength SMC composite 
material that has no scrap value, so there is no danger of 
theft.  The grate can be sealed in with silicon sealant to further 
prevent theft or vandalism if required. Fewer thefts mean 
lower costs for you and less risk for pedestrians and drivers on 
your roads.

Lightweight

Envirograte is made from a composite material which is 
considerably lighter than traditional concrete or metal 
materials.  The weight falls within the limit for one-man 
handling.

ENVG CANON B

500x597x130

ENVG NG
600x400x45 

ENVG 18/18
475x475x80

ENVG 20/18
496x450x100 

ENVG MDR
605x289x38 

ENVG NG
780x500x45

EnviroGrate Range
The widest range of replacement grating available in the UK



EnviroGrate Benefits

EnviroGrate Range

Easy To Install

Envirograte is available in a range of sizes - and unlike metal 
grates there's no need to get an exact match for the manhole 
opening. Envirograte can be quickly and easily cut to size so it 
can be taken to site and �tted on location, with no need to 
replace existing frames. PDS can even manufacture bespoke 
units to your exact speci�cation. 

Strong

The gratings are designed to take the weight of heavy goods 
vehicles and are suitable for use on all roads including those 
subject to heavy tra�c.

ENVG EC45/EC65

550x340x45/65 
ENVG ST
394x340x65 

ENVG BG
365x365x85

ENVG  MP   
445x300x65 

ENVG HG
408x404x71 

ENVG B
385x235x70 
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Range

PDS have the widest range of replacement composite grating 
available in the UK

Loading

All Envirogrates are designed to withstand a min C250 loading 
(BSE124)
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